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第一部份： 選擇題，共 78 分 

I. Listening Comprehension: 15% 

Part 1: Picture Questions (3%) Look at each picture and answer the question. 

1.                         2.                                  3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 2: Best Response Questions (4%) Listen to the question or statement and choose the best response. 

4. (A) Did she have a great time?      (B) That’s very nice to hear. 

(C) Too bad. Is she going to die?     (D) Yes, she is on vacation now. 

5. (A) Yes. I’m jealous of how big and beautiful it looks. (B) Yeah. She should get the windows repaired. 

(C) I’ve seen it, but I would hate living on a farm.  (D) I know. It’s small but very comfortable. 

6. (A) Don’t blame me. It’s not my fault!    (B) Of course! I won’t miss it for sure. 

(C) Why? Don’t you want me to come?    (D) I know. I’m really upset about it. 

7. (A) Yeah. She says she’ll decide on her own.   (B) Right, so she’s asking for my opinion. 

(C) Yes. She wants to know what everyone thinks.  (D) No. Tell her to figure it out herself. 

Part 3: Conversation Questions (3%) Listen to each conversation and answer the question. 

8. (A) More of the woman’s work experience.   (B) The schools the woman went to. 

(C) The family members the woman has.    (D) The woman’s plans for next few years. 

9. (A) She never drinks coffee.      (B) She likes to lie sometimes. 

(C) She doesn’t show how she feels.     (D) She works too much. 

10. (A) She can put it in the window seat.    (B) He will have to check the inside. 

   (C) She cannot take it onto the plane.    (D) It can be checked in for extra money. 

Part 4: Short Talk Questions (5%) Listen to the following paragraph and answer the questions. 

11. (A) Parents believe kids today have more problems than they did in the past. 

   (B) Parents think about their own mistakes and worry their kids will be like them. 



   (C) Parents forget what it was like to be a teenager, so they blame their kids. 

   (D) Parents remember their own past and expect their kids to be as good as them. 

12. (A) They don’t raise their kids correctly.    (B) They don’t earn enough for the family. 

   (C) They don’t understand their kids well.   (D) They don’t know how to control their anger. 

13. (A) By doing everything their parents want.   (B) By staying home more often. 

   (C) By talking to their parents.      (D) By getting better grades. 

14. (A) Feeling sad but not expressing it.    (B) Drinking a lot when one is angry. 

   (C) Describing one’s feelings in writing.    (D) Talking to friends about one’s troubles. 

15. (A) Common problems new parents face.   (B) Ways to help teens succeed in school. 

   (C) Common mistakes teenagers make.    (D) Advice on parent-child relationships. 

 

II. Vocabulary in Context (Part 1): 12%  

16. Janet tried to ____ the mark on the wall, but it wouldn’t come off. 

 (A) chew  (B) scrub  (C) roast   (D) stitch 

17. Passengers who are flying are advised to check in at the airport three hours before ____. 

 (A) collection (B) departure (C) selection   (D) replacement 

18. Kate finally ____ her fear of public speaking and gave a wonderful speech at the opening ceremony. 

 (A) completed (B) promoted (C) accomplished  (D) conquered 

19. Morgan usually drinks a lot of coffee to stay _____ during the night shift so that he won’t fall asleep. 

(A) alert  (B) drowsy (C) dependable (D) capable 

20. The old are not so open to new and novel things as the young. In other words, they tend to be more ____. 

 (A) brutal (B) awkward (C) aggressive  (D) conservative 

21. Make sure to take food safety seriously. It is ____ that we should be crystal clear about what we eat for our  

 diet. 

 (A) essential  (B) dynamic (C) conventional (D) encouraging 

22. In the past few months, hundreds of thousands of Hong Kong people have been ____ in the street to speak  

 out against the extradition bill (引渡法案). 

(A) dozing (B) weaving (C) marching  (D) shaving 

23. It’s common ____ to hold the door open for strangers behind you. Likewise, it is politeness to say “thank  

 you” to the person taking their time to hold the door for you. 

 (A) agreement (B) authority (C) flavor   (D) courtesy 

24. Desperate for ____ for his novel, the writer locked himself in his ____ in the mountains for a whole month. 

 (A) creativity; chimney  (B) advice; cabinet  (C) inspiration; cottage (D) confidence; carriage 

25. Unlike a plane, a(n) ____ can take off and land vertically, making it the perfect ____ for rescue missions.

 (A) vessel; transportation (B) helicopter; vehicle (C) ferry; technology (D) automobile; elevator 

26. Where there is a will, there is a way. Stick to your ____ and work ____, and you’ll probably make it. 

 (A) major; consciously  (B) cycle; cunningly (C) ambition; diligently (D) delivery; earnestly 

27. It’s a real ____ for you to buy this car at such a low price. With this car now, you can even make a ____ to  

 faraway places in Taiwan! 

(A) bargain; journey  (B) behavior; reply   (C) mission; contract (D) opportunity; wagon 

 

III. Choice in Grammar: 8% 



(A) 判定劃線部分的附屬子句為： (A) 名詞 (B) 形容詞 或是 (C) 副詞 功能 

28. My friends try to talk to me, but I don’t even reply because I am too busy paying attention to my cell. 

29. Later, I found out that for Thais, people’s heads are sacred. 

30. There is so much advice on how to stay healthy that it can make your head hurt just thinking about it. 

31. Traveling is a perfect way that helps the average person to find fun and amazement in their lives. 

(B) 判定下列句子中劃線部分的動詞，為五大句型/動詞型中的何種句型： 

(A) S + Vi.   (B) S + Vi. + SC (C) S + Vt. + O   (D) S + Vt. + O + OC   (E) S + Vt. + IO + DO  

32. Have you ever wondered how most animals sleep? 

33. Almost everyone, including me, wants to look perfect on the first day of high school. 

34. When I saw a soccer ball rolling toward me, I picked it up and looked around. 

35. These special experiences of culture shock can teach you so much more than books ever will. 

 

IV. Cloze Test: 27% 

(A) The first day of high school remains unforgettable for Anna. The night before the day, Anna happily went to 

bed after __36__ everything was ready. The next morning, __37__, she was astonished to find a huge red zit 

coming out right on her nose tip! That’s something totally beyond her expectations! 

  Throughout that day, Anna was too self-conscious of her pimple to be able to concentrate in class. All she 

cared about was __38__ everyone else was talking about her funny zit. Sad to say, she had wanted them to 

know her as the “freshman It girl” __39__ the “freshman Zit girl.” __40__, the day went miraculously well 

without anyone saying anything about her pimple to her face. Not until the first day of eleventh grade did Anna 

come to discover that no one cared about her acne problem __41__ focused on their own. The zit story __42__ 

to be a funny memory and a reminder that she needed to be more carefree. 

36. (A) coming up with (B) wondering about (C) making sure  (D) looking out for 

37. (A) however   (B) afterward   (C) therefore    (D) also 

38. (A) how   (B) whether    (C) why    (D) when 

39. (A) because of  (B) related to   (C) except for   (D) instead of 

40. (A) Certainly   (B) Fortunately   (C) Unavoidably  (D) Personally 

41. (A) and   (B) nor    (C) but    (D) or 

42. (A) turned out   (B) broke down   (C) got along   (D) went beyond 

(B) Sally used to be a smartphone addict. But now after considering its __43__, she decided to leave her 

smartphone—at least for a while. To be sure, with her cell around, Sally is never bored but always can find 

something fun to do. She can surf online for new music, for new games, for new information, to name just a 

few. __44__, she can always stay in touch with her besties with a click or tap away. No wonder __45__ friends 

has now become the top priority for her. Yet, going through their FB or IG or checking her LINE app __46__ 

her so much time that she ends up __47__ her family and her studies. That’s why she feels the need to say 

goodbye to the sweet devil for now. 

43. (A) pros and cons  (B) cause and effect (C) ups and downs  (D) town and gown 

44. (A) For a start  (B) On the other hand (C) In addition   (D) For example 

45. (A) getting rid of  (B) holding on to  (C) pointing at   (D) connecting with 

46. (A) spends   (B) takes    (C) costs    (D) uses 

47. (A) upsetting  (B) recalling   (C) satisfying   (D) ignoring  

(C) The following is a conversation among a giraffe, a sea otter, and a dolphin about their respective sleeping 



patterns. 

Dolphin: Sea Otter Buddy. How come you guys sleep in the water __48__ floating on your backs and even 

  holding hands with each other? That looks real funny. Ha! 

Sea Otter: Hey, it’s no laughing matter, OK? We try to keep safe staying in the water and avoid floating away 

  by locking paws together. Speaking of sleep postures, don’t you think giraffes sleep __49__ a weirder 

  way? They sleep curling their long necks and __50__ their heads on their hips! 

Dolphin: Oh, come on, give poor long-necked things a break! __51__ else do you expect them to sleep like? 

Giraffe: Dudes, be serious. __52__, we don’t sleep but just nap. This is because there are often predators  

  around, and we can’t stand up from the resting position very quick. So we sleep only thirty minutes a 

  day __53__. 

Dolphin: I get you; we are almost in the same boat! Let me tell you a secret: when we sleep, we keep one half  

  of our brain asleep while __54__ half awake. This way, we can swim, breathe, and be __55__ danger. 

Sea Otter: There is no denying that the wide variety of our sleeping habits shows __56__ different creatures  

  have different ways of avoiding danger and surviving in the wild. 

48. (A) before   (B) during   (C) on    (D) while 

49. (A) at    (B) with    (C) in     (D) by 

50. (A) lying   (B) resting    (C) putting   (D) laying   (選一錯誤者) 

51. (A) How   (B) What    (C) Which   (D) Whom 

52. (A) In fact   (B) For instance  (C) Out of ignorance (D) Throughout history 

53. (A) at one time  (B) on average   (C) again and again  (D) at least 

54. (A) other   (B) another   (C) the other    (D) the others 

55. (A) on the road to (B) passed on to   (C) on the lookout for  (D) off to a good start for 

56. (A) how    (B) if    (C) which   (D) however 

(D) Travelers may have unique experiences of “surviving” their cases of culture shock. Take Meiling, a teenage 

Taiwanese girl. During her stay in France last year, she was once introduced to a French girl, __57__ grabbed 

both her shoulders and kissed her on the cheek on the spot! This French greeting was __58__ shocking and 

bewildering to Meiling that she reacted by just standing there, holding her breath, and feeling __59__ a dummy! 

She was completely at a loss for any reaction. 

  Now take a look at __60__ example. Judy, a backpacker from Singapore, also experienced unusual culture 

shock in Spain. During her time there, she was surprised to find that Spaniards tend to postpone their three 

meals until __61__ later. Actually, many of them even skip breakfast altogether! Since __62__ is common 

practice for locals to have meals late, Judy had to be kept starving until late at night for dinner. That’s why she 

came to realize that in Spain, the early birds are the hungry birds. 

57. (A) that   (B) who    (C) whom   (D) which 

58. (A) very   (B) such    (C) so     (D) even 

59. (A) X    (B) as     (C) to be    (D) like 

60. (A) one   (B) another    (C) the other   (D) more 

61. (A) very    (B) more    (C) ever    (D) much 

62. (A) what   (B) that     (C) it    (D) there 

 

V. Contextual Filling: 6% 
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(A) stood for  (B) still   (C) claims  (D) led to  (E) strike 

(AB) to date  (AC) tremble  (AD) in turn   (AE) guard  (BC) progresses 

  Humans have often feared the unknown, and for thousands of years earthquakes were one of those unknowns. 

People could not understand what made the earth __63__, and their fear of the unfamiliar __64__ the beginning 

of some amazing myths. The legend of Namazu, the giant catfish, comes from Japan. This creature was known 

for causing trouble. When the god Kashima restrained Namazu with a huge magical stone, the earth was 

__65__. But when the god dropped his __66__, Namazu had room to struggle and cause earthquakes. In India, 

people believed the earth was held up by four elephants that stood on the back of a turtle. This turtle, __67__, 

balanced on top of a snake. If any of these animals moved, the earth would shake. As science __68__, these 

myths are slowly disappearing. 

 

VI. Reading Comprehension: 10% 

(A) Thus far, Taylor Swift’s songs have mainly dealt with young love and heartbreak. In her first single, the 

straight-up country track, “Tim McGraw,” she sang of a former high school boyfriend who is now just a 

memory. The theme continued with 2008’s “You Belong with Me,” a song that Swift said is about wanting to be 

with someone whose girlfriend doesn’t appreciate him. This song also marked a change from country music to 

pop, as it featured an electric guitar and a catchy melody. 

69. Which of the following statements is NOT true about the passage? 

 (A) Most of Taylor Swift’s songs focus on such themes as young love and heartbreak. 

(B) Both “Tim McGraw” and “You Belong with Me” are among Taylor Swift’s country music tracks. 

(C) Both “Tim McGraw” and “You Belong with Me” convey Taylor Swift’s central theme. 

(D) Starting from 2008, Taylor Swift changed from country music to pop. 

(B) Of Oxford University’s 38 colleges, most of which are spread throughout the city center, Christ Church is 

the most impressive and also the most popular stop for visitors. Here you can discover the place that inspired 

Alice in Wonderland. Keen-eyed Harry Potter lovers might even recognize the college as the filming location 

for several scenes in the popular movies. For those who enjoy history, there’s the Ashmolean, Britain’s oldest 

public museum. It houses everything from early Egyptian art to drawings by the famous artist Michelangelo. 

70. Based on the passage, what is NOT true about Oxford University? 

 (A) Of all Oxford’s colleges, Christ Church has got the most visitors. 

 (B) The author of Alice in Wonderland found inspiration for writing this book in Christ Church. 

 (C) Christ Church is the site for shooting part of Harry Potter film series. 

 (D) The Ashmolean once worked as the home for many artists, including Michelangelo. 

(C) Most people will try to avoid boredom at all costs. They will turn on televisions, power up computers, and 

pick up their smartphones. According to a recent study, the average person checks his or her smartphone 150 

times a day. It is without a doubt that smartphones are great for fighting boredom. However, by avoiding 

boredom, people are actually missing out on something important. Brain experts are beginning to look at the 

cost that the absence of boredom has on our lives. They’ve discovered that the valuable downtime our brain 

experiences during boredom actually has a benefit. It lets our minds wander and helps us think about where we 



are in our lives. It’s a beneficial way of doing something called “autobiographical planning.” Goal-setting isn’t 

the only thing that suffers when we never get bored. We also lose the ability to think creatively. When we have 

nothing to focus on, our minds examine new ideas. That’s why people often get creative and innovative ideas 

while showering. 

71. What is the author’s attitude toward the existence of boredom? 

 (A) Positive.   (B) Negative.   (C) Neutral.   (D) Indifferent. 

72. How does the downtime during boredom probably affect us? 

 (A) It costs us a lot of money.     (B) It makes us miss out on important things. 

 (C) It allows our minds to drift and be creative. (D) It enables us to write our autobiography. 

73. What can we infer from this passage? 

 (A) The more one uses the smartphone, the more one gets bored. 

 (B) The more bored one is, the more innovative one becomes. 

 (C) Goal-setting is the last thing one should do to avoid suffering. 

 (D) Showering offers a period of downtime for the mind to relax. 

 

第二部份： 非選擇題，共 22 分 

VII. Vocabulary and Derivatives in Context (Part 2): 10% 

74. The guest speaker has a very tight s____e. He has little time to rest, let alone sightseeing in this new city. 

75. Though animals can c____e with gestures and songs, speech is unique to humans to get messages across. 

76. What a waste of time to r____h your FB news feed just to check for new posts from your friends! 

77. About to pay the bill, I was e____sed to find I didn’t have enough money for the meal! What a blooper! 

78. When asked to do the dishes, Liz’s husband r____ded that he was too tired for that and wouldn’t do it. 

79. Traveling experiences help one broaden the mind and e____e cultural differences rather than reject them. 

80. Yuck, what a terrible, d____ting smell! The cake has clearly gone sour in the heat, so throw it right now. 

81. Though the couple lives far apart from each other, the d____e has never been a problem for their  

 relationship. In reality, they stay closer than before. 

82. To May’s great ____ (disappoint), she didn’t make it to the tennis finals as she had expected. 

83. By dressing decently, Jack hoped to make a good ____ (impress) on his boss on the first day of work. 

 

VIII. Translation: 12% (Based on the given Chinese passage, translate the underlined parts in it 

into proper English. Pay attention to the use of capital letters (大寫字母) and punctuations (標點

符號). Write the answers on the answer sheet, not here.) 

    前幾天，因為我跟比爾上學大遲到，84. 我們就決定在學校附近的全家閒混一會兒。85. 倒楣的是，

我們被導師當場逮到在翹課。看到老師，86. 我驚訝地大叫了一聲，感覺像是世界末日！老師瞪著我們

兩個說：「87. 看到你們在這裡，我既生氣又失望。88. 很遺憾你們輕忽功課。最後一次跟你們說：89. 不

要再做蠢事傷我的心了！」 

The other day, since Bill and I were quite late for school, 84._______________________________________ 

at the FamilyMart near the school. 85._____________________________________________________ by our 

homeroom teacher on the spot. Seeing him, 86.____________________________________, feeling like it was 

the end of the world! Our teacher stared at the two of us, saying, “87. I’m _____________________________ 

_______________________________________. 88. ______________________________________________ 

For the last time, 89._______________________________________________________________________!” 



答 案 公 佈 表  

臺中市立臺中第二高級中學   一百零八學年度   第一學期   一年級   英文科  

第一次期中考試題答案

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. Listening Comprehension: 15% 

1. —5. BDCBA  6.—10. DABCD 11.—15. BACAD 

II. Vocabulary in Context (Part 1): 12% 

16. —20. BBDAD  21.—25. ACDCB  26.—27. CA 

III. Choice in Grammar: 8% 

28. —31. CACB  32.—35. CBDE 

IV. Cloze Test: 27% 

36. —40. CABDB  41.—45. CAACD 46. —50. BDDCA 51.—55. BABCC 56.—60. ABCDB 

61.—62. DC 

V. Contextual Filling: 6% 

63. AC  64. D  65. B  66. AE  67. AD  68. BC 

VI. Reading Comprehension: 10% 

69.—73. BDACD 

VII. Vocabulary and Derivatives in Context (Part 2): 10% 

74. schedule  75. communicate 76. refresh  77. embarrassed  78. responded 

79. embrace  80. disgusting  81. distance  82. disappointment  83. impression 

VIII. Translation: 12% (每題二分，錯一字扣 0.5 分，每題題分扣完至零分為止) 

84. we decided to hang out for a (short) while 

85. Unluckily/Unfortunately, we were caught skipping/cutting school/class 

86.  I let/gave out a cry of shock/astonishment   

     I cried out in shock/astonishment 

87. both angry and disappointed to see you here 

88.  It’s a pity/shame for you to ignore your schoolwork/studies/lessons 

     It’s a pity/shame that you ignore(d) your schoolwork/studies/lessons 

     It’s a pity/shame for you to take your schoolwork/studies/lessons lightly 

     It’s a pity/shame that you take/took your schoolwork/studies/lessons lightly 

89.   never break my heart again by doing stupid/foolish things (again)      (again 等擇一處放置) 

     don’t/do not break my heart again/anymore/any longer by doing stupid/foolish things (again…) 

     never do stupid/foolish things to/and break my heart again 

     don’t/do not do stupid/foolish things to/and break my heart again/anymore/any longer 


